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work to a detailed and coordinated plan. The value of the work of
the Committee was proved in 1914 and again in 1939 by the existence
of detailed plans for the transition from peace to war. Although the
Committee was always elastic in its composition, successive Prime
Ministers nominated a nucleus of Ministers and senior officials who
came to form a panel of regular members. Under the Committee
itself was a network of sub-committees with which rested respon-
sibility for working out details of policy,( From 1924 onwards the
need for inter-Service planning which had become insistent with the
advent of the Royal Air Force resulted in the creation of the Chiefs
oJfStaflf Committee as a sub-committee of the Committee of Imperial
Defence. This laid the foundation of the joint staff organisation for
planning and intelligence which was developed in the years before
1939 and on the outbreak of war was incorporated into the War
Cabinet organisation.
A body, no matter how well constructed, which has no executive
authority is incapable of taking decisions on major questions affect-
ing policy which are properly matters for the Cabinet. Accordingly
in 1939 the Committee of Imperial Defence was replaced by the War
Cabinet itself, but its network of committees was taken over.
Blended with the civil committees, some of which had already been
created as part of the structure of the Committee of Imperial
Defence, there was thus ready for adaptation to wartime tasks a
complicated yet flexible instrument for coordination.
When Mr. Churchill, as he then was, became Prime Minister in Defence
1940, he assumed the title of Minister of Defence without a separate
Ministry and without defining his duties as such Minister; for in
war responsibility for the mobilisation and direction of the whole
resources of the nation rests primarily on the Prime Minister.
Although no Ministry of Defence was created, the Prime Minister
was served by a small military Secretariat which had formerly served
the Committee of Imperial Defence. The executive organ was the
Defeng£.£Qmmittee of the War Cabinet, presided over by the Prime
Minister in which, in addition to senior Ministers including the three
Service Ministers, sat the Chiefs of Staff. The last named also retained
their own separate committee structure for inter-Service planning and
intelligence. There is no need for present purposes to follow up the
effect of this organisation on the dual responsibilities of the Chiefs
of Staff, collectively to the Prime Minister as Chairman of the De-
fence Committee on whose behalf they issued unified operational
instructions and directives, and individually to the Service Ministers
who remained responsible for the day-to-day administration of the
Services. As an experiment in coordination of effort the machine
enabled the Prime Minister to provide the drive without which
successful operations cannot be conducted.

